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 Introduction 

 Geneticists have been debating the origins and evolu-
tion of the European population for more than three de-
cades now, but the importance of this topic goes far be-
yond that. In fact, the study of the patterns of genetic vari-
ation in Europe is the first example of a large-scale research 
program crossing the disciplinary boundaries between bi-
ology and archaeology, and ultimately involving experts in 
such different fields as linguistics, anatomy, cultural an-
thropology, and demography. Genetics started contribut-
ing to this field in 1978, with the publication of the first 
synthetic maps of human allele frequencies  [1] . A high de-
gree of geographical structuring was apparent in Europe, 
with continent-wide clines which did not seem compatible 
with the simple effects of isolation by distance  [2, 3] .

  But what were then the processes underlying those 
broad clinal patterns? Theory shows that demographic 
history affects all genome regions equally, whereas selec-
tion leaves specific signatures in a necessarily limited set 
of loci  [4] . Therefore, only some kind of large-scale mi-
gration can generate nonrandom patterns at many loci, 
but how and especially when that happened was all but 
obvious. The initial consensus was that the shift from 
food collection to food production, or the Neolithic tran-
sition, starting in the Levant some 10,000 years BP, was 
the best candidate for a complex series of demographic 
changes, ultimately producing genetic gradients across 
much of the continent. Only after two decades, with the 
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appearance of the first datasets of mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA), an alternative proposal emerged; the Europe-
an gradients might be older and reflect the first Paleo-
lithic peopling of the continent, some 30,000 or 40,000 
years BP. As a consequence, the spread of farming tech-
nologies across Europe in the Neolithic did not necessar-
ily entail extensive gene flow and could be essentially re-
garded as a process of cultural transmission.

  Of course, between an exclusively Paleolithic and an 
exclusively Neolithic origin of the patterns, there is a 
broad range of intermediate possibilities. However, the 
many migrational exchanges documented in the more re-
cent archaeological and historical records do not seem 
relevant to understanding the origin of the clines, because 
none of them occurred on a sufficiently broad scale to de-
termine genetic effects across all Europe  [5] . In addition, 
historical migrations are documented in all directions  [6]  
and so are unlikely to result in a coherent continental pat-
tern, which, if anything, is there not  because of , but  de-
spite , recent gene flow. Therefore, the basic alternative is 
between a mostly Neolithic and a mostly Paleolithic pro-
cess, keeping in mind that reality is likely to be some-
where in between these necessary abstractions.

  In this paper, I shall start by summarizing the rationale 
underlying the two main alternative views, here referred 
to as Neolithic and Paleolithic models [for a detailed de-
scription of the archaeological evidence on these process-
es, see Pinhasi et al.  7 ]. I shall then point out that the Pa-
leolithic model, in its original formulation, suffered from 
fundamental theoretical flaws, which were immediately 
identified on theoretical grounds and have now been 
highlighted by ancient DNA evidence. I shall then move 
to an examination of other kinds of methodological prob-
lems, which emerged within the Neolithic model. Despite 
a personal preference for an interpretation of the gradi-
ents associating them to the effects of Neolithic gene flow, 
I will conclude that, at present, the exact weight of demo-
graphic changes occurring in Neolithic and Paleolithic 
times has not been firmly established. Finally, I shall list 
some questions which, in my opinion, need to be ad-
dressed if we are to proceed in this challenging but ut-
terly stimulating area of investigation.

  A Neolithic Demic Diffusion? 

 In 1978, Menozzi et al.  [1]  first summarized variation 
of many allele frequencies in Europe by principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA). Starting from data on 38 indepen-
dent alleles at 9 protein loci (ABO, Rh, MNS, Le, Fy, Hp, 

PGMi, HLA-A, and HLA-B), they identified a broad 
Southeast to Northwest cline spanning from the Near 
East to the Atlantic coasts and accounting for 27% of the 
total genetic variance. They also noticed a general corre-
spondence between their PCA map and archaeological 
maps, showing the diffusion of farming activities from 
the Near East into Europe, and proposed that the latter 
explain the former. In other words, the structure evident 
in the genetic data might be a product of phenomena doc-
umented in the archaeological record, namely the Neo-
lithic transition, i.e. the westward and northward spread 
of the artifacts testifying the shift from a food-collecting 
to a food-producing lifestyle.

  In its essence, the idea was as follows. In principle, 
Neolithic technologies may have spread by cultural ex-
changes or by migration (most likely by a combination 
thereof, but still it is important to identify the main factor 
of spread); conversely, at the genetic level, the European 
clines could only be accounted for by a large-scale process 
of gene flow. Because cultural contacts alone cannot pro-
duce genetic gradients paralleling the diffusion of Neo-
lithic artifacts, it was proposed that early Neolithic farm-
ers brought their know-how, their genes  [6] , and perhaps 
their languages, too (see below), to Europe by demic dif-
fusion.

  In fact, what we shall refer to as the Neolithic model 
here is based on a complex mathematical framework, 
considering five main factors: (1) an origin of agricul-
ture in the fertile crescent, some 10,000 years ago; (2) the 
existence of allele frequency differences at some loci be-
tween Near Eastern farmers and European hunter-gath-
erers; (3) a demographic growth in farming communi-
ties, prompted by the greater availability of resources; 
(4) a gradual dispersal of farmers towards the North and 
West, looking for new arable land, and (5) a lower rate 
of population increase for hunting-gathering than for 
farming people, even when, after the farmers’ dispersal, 
they came to occupy the same territories ( fig.  1 a). In 
time, this process is expected (and has actually been 
shown) to generate continental clines  [8, 9] . Then, after 
the demographic increase prompted by the possibility to 
produce food, densities were too high for successive mi-
gration waves to deeply affect the genetic buildup of the 
population  [8] . Therefore, the spread of farming tech-
nologies in Europe was regarded as largely due to a dem-
ic, and not cultural, process; farming spread because 
farmers did.

  For some time, a role of selection, with clines regarded 
as adaptations to variable environmental pressures, was 
also envisaged  [10] . However, this seems a possible expla-
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nation for the variation observed at specific loci, such as 
that for lactase persistence in milk-drinking cultures  [11] . 
At a more general level, parallel gradients at many inde-
pendent loci strongly suggest that a common factor, 
hence not selection, shaped the Europeans’ genome vari-
ation.

  In the following years, several studies of allele fre-
quencies gave further support to the Neolithic model  [2, 
8, 12–14] , and independent pieces of evidence coming 
from other fields seemed to nicely fit this view. During 
the transition to a farming lifestyle, a fast increase in the 
proportion of immature skeletons is observed, in Europe 
as well as in other continents  [15] . This finding is regard-
ed as a signature of a fertility increase, ultimately result-
ing in an increase in population sizes  [16] , as expected 
under the original formulation of the Neolithic model 

 [8] . Also, a broad analysis of craniometric data showed 
an excellent fit with the predictions of a model of Neo-
lithic demic diffusion  [17] . The evidence for a westward 
and northward population dispersal appeared so con-
vincing that it was proposed to reconsider linguistic evi-
dence in the light of the genetic data, leading to what is 
now called the farming/language dispersal hypothesis 
 [18, 19] . According to that hypothesis, one needs just a 
single population expansion to account for the diffusion 
of agricultural technologies, genes, and Indo-European 
languages from the Levant into Europe, a view recently 
corroborated by extensive analyses of linguistic diversity 
 [20] . What was missing in this broad picture towards the 
end of the 20th century was direct evidence of European 
DNA variation.

  Fig. 1.  Conditions for the origin of broad clines under Neolithic 
demic diffusion ( a ) and Paleolithic dispersal ( b ). Circles are popu-
lations, arranged along a geographic transect, and the circles’ sizes 
are proportional to population sizes. The shades within circles rep-
resent the frequencies of an allele, with white = 0, black = 1.  a  The 
farming and hunting-gathering populations differ for allele fre-
quencies; here, we have a fixed difference, but the model assumes 
any significant difference. At the beginning of the process (A1), all 
populations have the same size, but the Easternmost farmers use 
technologies allowing the territory to support a larger population. 
The farming population grows in size, until the carrying capacity 
of the area is reached (A2); farmers then disperse to the nearest 
locality occupied by hunter-gatherers, resulting in a moderate in-
crease in the local population size (A3). However, because the two 

groups do not immediately admix, farmers retain a greater poten-
tial of demographic growth, and hence when admixture occurs, 
after a few generations, their alleles come to represent a larger 
share of the population’s alleles (A4). The same happens again in 
successive diffusion steps (A5).  b  Here, dotted lines represent areas 
unoccupied by populations. Because of the small size of the ex-
panding groups, each colonization step involves some degree of 
genetic drift. In the first colonization step (B1), there is a down-
ward fluctuation of the allele frequency (B2), followed by an up-
ward fluctuation (B3), while drift continues to affect all existing 
populations. When all suitable locations have been occupied, 
short-range gene flow (double arrows) begins (B4), ultimately 
leading to a clinal allele frequency distribution (B5). 

  a    b  
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  A Series of Paleolithic Founder Effects? 

 mtDNA was for many years the primary source of in-
formation on human molecular diversity and was essen-
tially the only one available for comparing populations at 
the large geographical scale. Because mtDNA is basically 
unaffected by recombination, it is easy to summarize its 
diversity by evolutionary trees or networks and to esti-
mate the age of mutations shared by the groups of vari-
ants that came to be called haplogroups. In the first anal-
yses of mtDNA, very old ages were estimated for the main 
European haplogroups ( table  1 ); these estimates some-
what fluctuated through time, reflecting changes in the 
database and in the definitions of the haplogroups, but 
few of them were <10,000 years old  [21–24] .

  Richards et al.  [24]  then made two strong assumptions: 
(1) each cluster can be assigned, in its entirety, to one of 
the main migration phases (i.e. Neolithic and Paleolithic), 
and (2) the age of each cluster approximates very closely 
the timing of the migration event. Under those assump-
tions, often referred to as  phylogeographic approach , these 
studies concluded that the main mitochondrial variants 
in Europe predate the Neolithic expansion, and hence 
that the genetic structure of Europe has been determined 
in Paleolithic times, with only haplogroup J and some 
subhaplogroups representing the effects of the Neolithic 
expansion. Since the frequency of these variants over Eu-
rope was 20%, this was also considered to be a measure of 
the fraction of the Europeans’ ancestors who entered the 
continent in Neolithic times  [24] .

  In these first studies, no significant spatial pattern was 
identified, and no attempt was made to reconcile the 
mtDNA results with previous data on protein diversity. 
Yet, leaving aside the validity of the assumptions of that 
kind of phylogeographic approach, to which we will come 
back, it is worth noting that the extensive geographic 
clines of nuclear markers are not incompatible with a Pa-
leolithic model, in principle. Indeed, both theory and 
simulations agree that those patterns can be generated 
during the colonization of a new territory by small groups 
of individuals, i.e. through a series of founder effects. In 
this case, however, the role of gene flow would not be the 
same as under a Neolithic model; drift would first lead to 
fluctuations and fixations of alleles in the course of the 
range expansion, and successive gene flow would pro-
duce intermediate allele frequencies in intermediate loca-
tions  [3]  ( fig. 1 b). As a consequence, under a Paleolithic 
model, the spread of Neolithic technologies was attrib-
uted largely to cultural exchanges, a view also shared by 
influential archaeologists  [25] . The H haplogroup, in par-
ticular, currently the most common European haplo-
group, was proposed as the signature of the Paleolithic 
expansion in Europe  [26] .

  These data also had an impact upon some of the orig-
inal proposers of the Neolithic model. After expressing 
doubts on the reliability of mtDNA data for demograph-
ic reconstruction, motivated by the high mitochondrial 
mutation rate, Cavalli-Sforza and Minch  [27]  wrote that 
a figure close to 25% might realistically represent the con-
tribution of Neolithic immigrants to the gene pool of Eu-
ropeans, because, in PCA analyses of allele frequencies, 
the clinal component accounted for roughly one quarter 
of the genetic variance  [1] . If so, the level of disagreement 
would have been minimal, if any; all such estimates come 
with a large standard error, and so the 20% proposed by 
Sykes  [23]  may not differ significantly from 25%. What 
was unclear in that line of reasoning was the relationship 
between PCA components and the origin of populations.

  The first studies of nuclear DNA did not contribute 
much to clarifying the picture. Indeed, whereas broad 
clines were observed at several autosomal loci  [28, 29] , 
which were not suitable to be described by a phylogeo-
graphic approach, Y chromosome data were interpreted in 
contrasting manners and regarded as supporting either the 
Paleolithic  [30, 31]  or the Neolithic  [32–34]  model. Clearly, 
in the absence of formal tests of hypotheses, descriptions of 
modern genetic diversity were sufficient to generate a live-
ly debate, but not to establish for good which phase of hu-
man prehistory had been most important in determining 
the current structure of the European population.

Table 1.  Estimated ages (×1,000 years) of the main European
mtDNA haplogroups in four studies

Haplogroup Ref. [21] Ref. [22] Ref. [23] Ref. [24]

H 23.5 (1) 20.5 11.0 – 14.0 6.5 – 18.2
V 23.5 (1) 12.5 11.0 – 14.0 11.1 – 16.9
J 23.5 (2A) 8.0 (J*) 8.5 7.4 – 11.4
T 35.5 (2B) 46.5 11.0 – 14.0 10.9 – 19.2
IWX 50.5 (3) 11.0 – 14.0
X 24.0 17.0 – 30.0
I 35.0 11.0 – 14.0 26.9 – 40.3
K 17.5 (4) 15.5 11.0 – 14.0 10.8 – 16.4
U 36.5 (5) 52.5 50.0 15.5 – 29.6

 Haplogroup names in reference 21 are between parentheses, 
and so is a subgroup of haplogroup J (J*) in reference 22. In refer-
ence 24, haplogroup ages were estimated under four criteria for 
founder identification; figures in the last column refer to the crite-
rion termed f2.
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  The Trouble with the Paleolithic Model 

 The conclusions of the first studies supporting the Pa-
leolithic model rest crucially on the assumptions that 
each cluster of alleles can be entirely assigned to a single 
migration phase, and that its age approximately corre-
sponds to the timing of the migration event  [24] . But are 
these assumptions justified?

  As a matter of fact, hardly so  [35] . A mutation is a 
biochemical change affecting a fertile cell in an individ-
ual; a migration is a demographic process affecting many 
people. The two phenomena are independent; people of 
blood group A did not expand all over the world at the 
same time, right after mutation occurred, and that is also 
the case for mtDNA and Y chromosome mutations. 
Also, application of these principles to the data of  table 1  
leads to nonsense; some European mitochondrial hap-
logroups, and hence the entire mitochondrial genealogy, 
predate the arrival in Europe of the first anatomically 
modern humans (some 40,000 years ago), which can 
only mean that the relevant mutation events occurred 
out of Europe. Furthermore, the definition of haplo-
groups is arbitrary, depending on what one considers 
their founding mutation; by splitting a haplogroup in 
subhaplogroups of inferior order, clusters can be con-
structed with any lower time depth. Finally, the average 
coalescence time of two sequences sampled from two di-
verging populations is older, or much older, than the 
split of the groups  [36, 37] . Unless a group colonizing a 
new territory passes through a strong and long-lasting 
bottleneck, part of its initial diversity will be maintained 
 [38] . Therefore, the coalescence times inferred from 
samples of its descendants will be close to the coales-
cence times of the population of origin, consistently 
overestimating the age of the derived populations  [36] . 
In short, people, not haplogroups, migrate, and hence 
inferences about population history must be based on 
measures of genetic diversity between populations, not 
between molecules.

  Phylogeography, the study of the relationships be-
tween gene genealogies and geography  [39] , is informa-
tive on a number of evolutionary processes, but its as-
sumptions do not hold when gene flow causes uncou-
pling of gene genealogies and population genealogies 
 [40] ; unfortunately, that is often the case with humans 
 [35, 37] . The theoretical debate on these subjects has been 
going on for quite some time now, but ancient DNA evi-
dence has demonstrated for good that the original as-
sumptions of the Paleolithic model were wrong. The 105 
Neolithic Europeans whose mtDNA molecule has been 

completely sequenced did not only carry the J haplo-
group, but a broad set of haplotypes, including some of 
the very ancient haplogroups U and T; among 21 pre-
Neolithic hunter-gatherers, there is no evidence of the 
mislabeled ‘Paleolithic’ haplogroup H, which seems in-
stead to have become widespread in Europe only through 
Neolithic immigration  [41] . Globally speaking, the genet-
ic makeup of the contemporary populations is very simi-
lar to that of early Neolithic farmers and differs sharply 
from that of pre-Neolithic hunter-gatherers, both at the 
mtDNA level  [41, 42, 66]  and (for the only 6 samples an-
alyzed so far) at the nuclear level  [43, 44] .

  The Trouble with the Neolithic Model 

 The Paleolithic model was built on sand, but this does 
not imply that the alternative, Neolithic, model is in per-
fect shape. Already in 1999, Sokal et al.  [45]  had pointed 
out that the PCA synthetic maps inferred from allele fre-
quencies require previous interpolation of the data; 
therefore, when PCA shows a gradient, it is generally 
unclear to what extent that gradient is really in the data 
or has been generated by interpolation. In addition, or-
dered patterns in PCA have recently been shown to oc-
casionally arise under isolation by distance, and hence 
do not necessarily point to specific migration events 
 [46] . Further, simulation work suggested that selection 
of polymorphisms with high frequencies of the rarer al-
lele promotes the observation of genetic clines, which 
are not expected for random polymorphisms  [47] , cast-
ing doubts on the significance of Menozzi et al.’s  [1]  ini-
tial observations. Additional doubts on the Neolithic 
model derive from a recent analysis of the radiocarbon 
dates of Central and Northern European Neolithic sites, 
suggesting that population densities did not increase 
steadily with the advent of farming technologies, but 
had ample fluctuations  [48] . The effects of such phe-
nomena on long-term patterns of genetic variation have 
not been investigated yet, but these results, although not 
confirmed by all studies  [48] , call into question a core 
assumption of all Neolithic models, i.e. that the greater 
resource availability did immediately result in demo-
graphic growth.

  As a consequence of all this, one has to conclude that, 
no matter how poorly the Paleolithic model was initially 
put forward, the Neolithic model has its problems, too. 
Clines do not come with a date, and so their existence, per 
se, does not prove that they arose in Neolithic times, nor 
even, in fact, by demic diffusion.
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  Comparing Models 

 Formal tests of the competing hypotheses based on ex-
plicit demographic modeling have been surprisingly rare 
so far. Using forward simulations of five evolutionary 
models in which only Indo-European speakers were con-
sidered, all incorporating isolation by distance, Barbujani 
et al.  [3]  showed that clines are best accounted for by two 
models where dispersal of Neolithic farmers from the 
Near East depends only on population growth. Models of 
greater complexity, where archaeological time data con-
strained the timing of the farmers’ expansion, failed to 
explain a larger fraction of the observed genetic variation, 
and hence appear unnecessary. However, the same study 
showed that gradients can arise in two ways, i.e. not only 
by incomplete admixture between dispersing farmers and 
preexisting hunters and gatherers (as expected under 
Neolithic demic diffusion), but also by founder effects 
during a population expansion at low densities, hence not 
necessarily in Neolithic times  [3]  [see Liu et al.  49  for an 
example of how broad gradients in many indexes of ge-
netic diversity may reflect a series of founder effects].

  Currat and Excoffier  [47]  studied the expected distri-
bution of coalescence times in Europe through a back-
ward simulation based on the core algorithm of Barbujani 
et al.  [3]  and compared it with the distribution of mito-
chondrial coalescence times over Europe. They conclud-
ed that (a) a very small Paleolithic contribution to the 
original founder populations would be sufficient for most 
modern people to be descended from Paleolithic ances-
tors, and (b) the clinal distribution of allele frequencies 
might just reflect a bias in favor of highly polymorphic 
SNPs  [47] .

  In the meantime, however, admixture coefficients had 
been estimated from autosomal, mitochondrial, and Y-
linked polymorphisms, under a model regarding the Eu-
ropean populations as derived from hybridization among 
4 or less potential parental populations. Two main ge-
nome components became apparent, presumably corre-
sponding to the contributions of the first, Paleolithic, Eu-
ropeans, and of the early Neolithic farmers, the latter de-
creasing from East to West, as predicted by a model in 
which the alleles of Neolithic immigrants from the Near 
East got diluted during an expansion towards the North-
west  [50] .

  It was only 8 years later that two further explicit tests 
were published, both based on comparisons of modern 
and ancient DNA in Iberian samples, and both indicating 
some level of demographic replacement associated with 
the arrival of farming technologies. Sánchez-Quinto et al. 

 [44]  typed >20,000 genomic SNPs in two 7,000-year-old 
Mesolithic individuals. Their statistical analyses, based 
on approximate Bayesian computation, showed that a 
model in which Neolithic farmers have a greater demo-
graphic growth rate and largely replace preexisting Paleo-
lithic people is >3,000 times more likely than a model of 
genetic continuity in Europe since Paleolithic times. 
Gamba et al.  [51]  worked on mtDNA from 13 Neolithic 
individuals and found greater support for a model involv-
ing a higher rate of demographic growth for Near Eastern 
Neolithic immigrants than for two alternative models as-
suming either panmixia or admixture between two groups 
with equal rates of demographic growth.

  Clearly, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions 
from these contrasting results. The sharp differences be-
tween forward and backward simulations based on simi-
lar modeling of the demographic processes are particu-
larly puzzling, and it may be argued that factors consid-
ered secondary in the modeling had instead a large effect 
on the results. One such factor may be the exact rate of 
acculturation of hunter-gatherers, turning them into 
farmers and thus giving them an increased potential of 
demographic growth. At any rate, older expansions tend 
to conceal the effects of more recent demographic chang-
es  [52] , and so the evidence for Paleolithic expansions 
 [47]  is not incompatible with a further expansion occur-
ring in the Neolithic period.

  What Next? 

 Many papers end up with the disappointing statement 
that we need more data. Still, nobody can deny that a larg-
er autosomal DNA dataset covering much of Europe, in 
time and place, would help us understand much better the 
European demographic history. Alas, it will take time to 
assemble it, and while we wait, we must try to make sense 
of the limited existing data. There is little doubt that Neo-
lithic processes had a major impact on the genetic struc-
ture of Europeans, but these processes have not had the 
same impact upon all geographical regions; in addition, 
the resulting structure was not fixed then forever, but kept 
being reshaped by subsequent, smaller-scale, phenomena 
of gene flow and drift  [7] . What follows, then, is a list of 
questions I deem relevant, some of them already ad-
dressed, others, in my opinion, requiring further atten-
tion.

  One question concerns the limitations of PCA analy-
sis. Above and beyond the effects of interpolation of allele 
frequencies, we have seen that ordered patterns in PCA 
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may also arise by chance, and hence do not necessarily 
reflect specific migration events  [46] . In addition, a bias 
in favor of the most polymorphic markers may give the 
impression of clinal variation, even when the majority of 
genomic markers do not show any pattern  [47] . Yet, the 
existence of broad genetic gradients across much of Eu-
rope has been confirmed by different methods  [53, 54]  
and using polymorphisms such as microsatellites  [32] , 
the mutation rates of which seem high enough to make 
the ascertainment bias irrelevant for demographic recon-
structions  [55] . Thus, no matter how shaky the PCA re-
sults are considered, the clines are out there and call for 
an explanation.

  Another important question is whether a single pro-
cess accounting for the European genetic structure is too 
much of an oversimplification, and here the answer seems 
yes. Three mitochondrial studies, based on ancient  [56, 
57]  and modern  [58]  DNA, found evidence for more 
complex Neolithic processes. Apparently, demic diffu-
sion prevailed in Southern Europe, while in Central Eu-
rope cultural transmission may have been the rule. How-
ever, extensive genomic data from 5,000-year-old Scan-
dinavian hunter-gatherers and farmers showed that they 
fall genetically close to modern Northern and modern 
Southern Europeans, respectively, suggesting that agri-
culture was introduced in Scandinavia by people immi-
grating from the South  [43] . Incidentally, this may imply 
that results of several studies may have shifted in favor of 
either model, depending on the relative weight of South-
ern, Central, and Northern Europeans among the studied 
samples. Nongenetic evidence suggests that the causes of 
this complex pattern are also complex. First, zones of geo-
graphical heterogeneity are known to cause resistance to 
demic diffusion  [59] ; secondly, archaeological data sug-
gest multiple waves of Neolithic expansion  [60] , and fi-
nally, rates of farming expansions appear inversely cor-
related with the intensity of preexisting agricultural ac-
tivities  [61] . All this led Fort  [62]  to conclude that although 
cultural diffusion of farming technologies did actually oc-
cur, demic diffusion was the most important mechanism 
in this historical process at the continental scale. The 
open question, now, is what exactly happened, and in 
which areas of Europe the transition to farming was not 
caused by immigration (as was probably the rule) but by 
a technological shift in the previously hunting and gath-
ering population.

  Therefore, moving to less schematic models currently 
seems the main research priority in this area. This means 
asking in the first place whether the two main models are 
different enough to be discriminated by analyses of mod-

ern DNA diversity. In other words, because both Paleo-
lithic and Neolithic migration occurred largely along the 
same Southeast to Northwest axis and samples are scat-
tered over a broad space, it is all but clear whether the 
available methods and dataset can safely tell us which of 
the main models is better. It seems possible to address this 
question by estimating the type 1 error [63], i.e. generat-
ing by simulation pseudo-datasets under the two models, 
and then testing how often the generating model can be 
inferred from a blind analysis of these data [see an exam-
ple in Zeder  60 ].

  While we wait for sufficiently large datasets of ancient 
nuclear DNA to be assembled, how much can we trust 
inferences from ancient mtDNA? This is a third open 
question. True, mtDNA is transmitted as a single locus, 
its diversity represents but one realization of an evolu-
tionary process with a high stochastic component, and so 
its analysis may or may not be very informative on the 
whole population’s history  [64, 65] . Yet, it will take long 
until autosomal polymorphisms are mapped at a compa-
rable geographical detail, and in the meantime, one locus 
is better than no loci at all. There currently seems to be no 
alternative to taking seriously mtDNA evidence, leaving 
open the possibility that the demographic history of Eu-
ropean males and females might have been somewhat dif-
ferent [see, however, the study by Rasteiro and Chikhi  34 , 
where a remarkable parallelism was found in the admix-
ture histories inferred from mtDNA and Y chromosome 
data].

  Fourth, computer simulations are indispensable to ac-
tually test hypotheses, as opposed to finding stories that 
may explain the data, but one should be aware that spatial 
simulations come in different flavors, each with its pros 
and cons. Forward simulations  [3, 11, 34] , from the past 
to the present, are time consuming and complicated to 
handle, and hence it is often convenient to turn to coales-
cent-based simulations, in which the fate of a sample of 
DNA fragments is followed backwards from the present 
time to its common ancestor. However, this approach, in 
many ways reliable and certainly faster than its alterna-
tive, has shortcomings too. One is that the spatial model 
is generally simulated once, and then many coalescent 
simulations are run based on the results of that single sim-
ulation. This way, the stochasticity of the genealogical 
process is taken into account, but stochastic effects in the 
course of the spatial process are disregarded; it is all but 
clear how deeply this can bias the simulations’ results. In 
addition, as we have seen, information that is often dif-
ficult or impossible to infer from archaeological evidence 
(was there a reproductive barrier between farmers and 
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hunter-gatherers when the two populations met, and how 
long did it last?) may turn out to deeply influence the 
simulation results [compare Barbujani et al.  3  and Currat 
and Excoffier  47 ].

  Keeping in mind both the potentials and limitations of 
current data, it seems about time for geneticists, archae-
ologists, and paleodemographers to develop a mixed 
model, incorporating the possibility of different popula-
tion processes affecting different geographic locations in 
Paleolithic and Neolithic times. It will then be a matter of 
years until enough genomic data are assembled, and one 
can move to testing whether this mixed model is able to 
account for the existing patterns better than alternative 

models. The original Neolithic and Paleolithic models 
were very useful for many years to interpret the data and 
plan research, but it seems now both necessary and pos-
sible to refine them.
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